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NARZ"DZIA PROGRAMOWE
DLA PRACOWNIKÓW WIEDZY

[s owa kluczowe: zarz#dzanie wiedz#, pracownik wiedzy, zadania zwi#zane
z wiedz#, zadania pracowników wiedzy, role pracowników wiedzy, narz$dzia programowe, rozwi#zania programowe]
Streszczenie
W artykule zosta%a uzasadniona wa&no'( zarz#dzania wiedz# w dzisiejszej gospodarce. G%ównymi podmiotami bada) s# pracownicy wiedzy i stosowane przez
nich narz$dzia programowe. Artyku% zawiera autorsk# wersj$ deÞnicji zarz#dzania wiedz# oraz pracowników wiedzy. Analizowana jest wspó%zale&no'( dzia%a)
pracowników wiedzy, ich ról i zada). Artyku% rozwa&a istniej#ce narz$dzia programowe z punktu widzenia ich stosowania przez pracowników wiedzy. Wyró&nione s# najcz$'ciej u&ywane narz$dzia programowe. W ostatniej cz$'ci artyku%u
s# przedstawione wnioski z prowadzonych bada), a równie& dalsze ich etapy.
***

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS FOR KNOWLEDGE WORKERS
[keywords: knowledge management, knowledge worker, knowledge actions,
knowledge worker tasks, knowledge worker roles, software tools, software solutions]

Abstract
The importance of knowledge management in today’s economy is justiÞed in
the paper. Knowledge workers and the software tools they apply are chosen as
major subjects of the research. The paper contains the author’s versions of the
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deÞnitions of knowledge management and knowledge worker. The correlation
of knowledge actions, knowledge worker roles and tasks is analyzed. This paper
considers the existing software tools from the point of view of their application by
knowledge workers. The most frequently used software tools are distinguished.
Conclusions on the research are drawn and further steps of the research are described in the Þnal part of the paper.

Introduction
In the modern developing economics knowledge is being thought of as a valuable asset, which is owned by highly mobile employees, as well as embedded in
high-technology products. Because of that, knowledge management (KM), believed to be the key ability for any organization at the modern market, is replacing
more traditional factors. KM is a systematic approach, which is supposed to ensure the full utilization of the organization’s knowledge base, together with the
potential of individual skills, competencies, thoughts, innovations, and ideas to
enhance the efÞciency of organization’s performance.
In the study of knowledge management phenomenon, it is necessary to consider two elements, which are vital for the KM process: the people, who create, utilize and distribute knowledge – knowledge workers (KW); and the software tools
(software solutions), which assist knowledge workers and facilitate their activity.
That is why, this paper’s major objectives are:
1. To deÞne the notions “knowledge management” and “knowledge worker”
– with the purpose to clarify the subjects of the research and to set the
speciÞc area of further research.
2. To determine the tasks performed by knowledge workers; formulate the
topology of these tasks – with the objective to specify the demands of KW
as for the software tools that assist them in the process of knowledge creation, distribution etc. The speciÞed demands are to be further processed
for realization of the third objective of the paper.
3. To reveal, whether there exist proper software solutions to meet demands
of knowledge workers – in order to analyze advantages and disadvantages
of the existing software solutions (SS) for KW, as well as to formulate recommendations on application of the most effective SS.
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The results of the research in this paper will be presented as follows:
1. The Þrst part presents deÞnitions of the notions “knowledge management” and “knowledge worker”. Thus, it realizes the 1st objective of the
paper. This part also contains description of knowledge workers’ roles and
actions. Realization of the 2nd objective of the paper is achieved in this
part – an aggregated topology of knowledge workers’ tasks is presented.
2. The second part contains analysis of software solutions applied by knowledge workers. These solutions are grouped in accordance with the knowledge workers’ tasks they help to realize.
3. In the Þnal part conclusion on the research are drawn and some further
steps of the author’s research are described.

Knowledge Workers in Knowledge Management
Initially knowledge management was deÞned as the process of applying a systematic approach to the capture, structuring, management, and dissemination
of knowledge throughout an organization to work faster, reuse best practices,
and reduce costly rework from project to project [22]. Presently literature brings
many deÞnitions of the KM phenomenon, which differ from each other in a larger
or smaller degree.
On the basis of analysis of 50 deÞnitions of KM [1, 2, 6, 7, 11, 15, 16, 24, 26,
27] the author has formed a cloud of words, which allows to highlight the words
that appear in these deÞnitions most frequently. Thus, the word cloud (Þg. 1)
contains key notions that are applied when deÞning KM.

Figure 1. Knowledge management word cloud [19]
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Using the obtained KM key words, the author has formulated the generalized
deÞnition of knowledge management [20]. It contains a combination of the major key words, taken from other deÞnitions (as mentioned above), and presents
an enumeration of all the basic tasks conducted within the process of managing
knowledge:
KM is a systematic process of identiÞcation, collection, capturing, creation,
storage and retention, distribution, updating and reuse of information resources,
including knowledge of people in the organization, with the purpose to enhance
organization’s competitiveness.
Such generalized deÞnition allows to see that knowledge management, being
a complex process, includes a set of sub-processes, with each of them inseparable
from another. Conduction of each of these processes is the responsibility of knowledge workers; some of them are performed as separate tasks, some are performed together by one worker.
Before proceeding to the tasks, conducted by KW, it is reasonable to consider the deÞnition of the notion “knowledge worker”. The author has created
a similar word cloud to deÞne the key words used to describe knowledge workers (Þg. 2), based on the existing deÞnitions of this phenomenon [2, 4, 5, 8, 12,
13, 14, 17, 18, 21, 23].

Figure 2. Knowledge worker word
cloud
Source: author’s research

Applying the KW key words, the author has formulated the generalized deÞnition of knowledge worker [21]:
KWs are high-level employees, possessing higher education as well as high
degree of expertise and experience. They perform knowledge-intensive tasks like
decision-making; apply theoretical and analytical knowledge in order to perform
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the primary objective of their work – to create and distribute new knowledge.
KWs are specialized in their profession, are well-informed, active and responsible,
aware of their role and their self-worth. The mind of KWs is regarded as their
primary work tool.
Thus, at this stage the Þrst objective of the paper is reached – the notions of
knowledge management and knowledge worker are deÞned. In order to realize
the second objective – knowledge worker tasks determination, it is necessary to
refer to the work of Reinhardt et al. [18]. In this work 10 knowledge worker roles
are distinguished (tab. 1), and for each of the roles particular actions are matched. Table 2 presents the author’s vision of the correspondence between KW
roles and the actions performed. This version allows to see the most “popular”
knowledge actions – i.e. those, which are performed by the largest number of KW
roles (“KA rating” in tab. 2). There is also a calculation of number of knowledge
actions, conducted by each KW role (“Number of KA” in tab. 2) – it allows to deÞne the most “responsible” KW roles, conducting the biggest number of knowledge
actions. Thus, table 2 gives the picture of the activities, most frequently performed by knowledge workers – those that form the foundation of the knowledge
management process.
Table 1. Roles of Knowledge Workers
Role
Controller
Helper
Sharer

Description
Monitors the organizational performance based on raw information.
Transfers information to teach others, once he passed a problem.
Disseminates information in a community.

Uses information and practices to improve personal skills and
competence.
Associates and mashes up information from different sources to
Linker
generate new information.
Creates personal or project related connections with people
Networker& involved in the same kind of work, to share information and
support each other.&
Is involved in personal or organizational planning of activities,
Organizer
e.g. to-do lists and scheduling.
Retriever
Searches and collects information on a given topic.
Solver
Finds or provides a way to deal with a problem.
Monitors and reacts on personal and organizational actions
Tracker
that may become problems.
Learner
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Table 2. Actions of Knowledge Workers

+

Retriever

+

Solver

+

+

+
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+

+

+
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+

+

Organizer

+
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+

+
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+
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+
+

+
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+
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+
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+

+
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+

+
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+

+
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+

+

+

+

+

6
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4
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3
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1

Therefore, it can be stated, that Analysis is the action, performed by 90% of
KW roles, while Feedback and Co-authoring are peculiar only for 1% of the roles.
At the same time, the highest number of knowledge actions is performed by the
knowledge workers, who are Helpers, Learners, Networkers, Retrievers and Solvers – they conduct around 50% of all the actions.
On the basis of the ideas in [18], the author has also developed an aggregated
topology of knowledge worker tasks (tab. 3), which correspond with the key words
that deÞne the phenomenon of KM (see Þg. 1). Descriptions of each of the KW
actions and roles [18] were analyzed and the key words they contain (see column
“Key words” in Table 4) were matched with the deÞnitions of the key KW tasks so
that the grouping could be done correctly. In turn, the key KW tasks were selected
from the analysis of knowledge management deÞnitions, where identiÞcation,
capturing, creation and distribution of knowledge were enumerated as the basic
activities of the process.
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Table 3. Topology of Knowledge Worker Tasks
KW key
tasks

Knowledge
actions

Key words

KW roles

IdentiÞcation

Analysis
Monitoring
Expert search
Service search
Information
search
Feedback

Examining
Thinking
Keeping up-to date on selected
topics
Discussion with experts
Retrieval of web services
Search of information
Assessment of information objects

Controller
Organizer
Tracker

Capturing

Information
organization
Acquisition
Learning

Management of information
collection
Gathering of information
Acquire new knowledge

Solver
Learner
Retriever

Creation

Authoring
Co-authoring

Content creation (individual and
collaborative)

Linker

Distribution

Dissemination
Networking

Spreading information
Interacting with other people and
organizations o

Helper
Sharer
Networker

This is where realization of the paper’s second objective can be seen – knowledge worker tasks are deÞned and structured.
To realize the last, third objective of this paper, – to reveal the existence of
software solutions for the requirements of KW, it is necessary to proceed to the
third part of the paper.

Software Solutions in Knowledge Management
Having conducted literature review on the tools that support the activity of
knowledge workers [9, 10, 25], the author has selected a set of software solutions,
which will be the subject to the following research. This set was divided into 8 major groups that were matched with the key tasks of knowledge workers (see. tab. 3).
Table 4 gives the picture of the software tools, which are applied in each of
the KW tasks, and it shows, which ST are the most frequently used (“ST Rating”
in tab. 4). At the same time, the column “Number of ST” (tab. 4) contains the
numbers that show which group of KW tasks requires application of the biggest
number of various software solutions.
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The grouping, presented in the table, was done on the basis of the literature
review of the existing research on the software solutions for knowledge management, as well as on the basis of results of questionnaire research, conducted
within the academic staff of the University of Economics in Katowice.
In order to make the table more readable, the author replaces the names of
software tools in table 4 by the acronyms (as follows):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DB – databases, data warehouses.
SN – social networks, e-mail, forums, black boards, news groups.
DMS – document management systems, content management systems.
GS – groupware systems, workßow systems, portal systems.
ES – expert systems, agent systems, data mining and text mining, business intelligence.
6. PM – process models creators.
7. EL – e-learning systems.
8. MM – mind mapping, concept mapping, white boards, decision trees creators.
Table 4. Software Tools for Knowledge Workers
Software tools (ST)

KW tasks
DB
IdentiÞcation

SN

DMS

GS

ES

PM

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Capturing

+

+

Creation

+

+

Distribution

+

+

ST Rating

3

3

Number
of ST
EL

MM
+

+

5

+

3
+

3

6

2

3
2

2

1

1

Drawing the conclusion about the data in the table, it can be claimed that
75% of knowledge workers’ tasks are performed with the help of various knowledge integrating databases, communication tools (like social networks, e-mails
etc.) and document management systems. At the same time, the task of Knowledge IdentiÞcation requires 75% of the suggested ST, while the Knowledge Creation
and Distribution apply only 37,5% of the software potential.
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At this stage it can be stated that the third objective of the paper is realized
– the existing software solutions, which can be applied for the requirements of
knowledge workers, are revealed.

Conclusions
In contemporary economics knowledge management is believed to be the the
key factor that inßuences organization’s performance and competitiveness of organizations. That is why a lot of research isI conducted on the issues of efÞcient
knowledge management and various tools that assist organizations in this process.
The research, conducted in this paper, is aimed at two elements, which form
the foundation of the knowledge management process and are vital for it: knowledge workers and knowledge management software tools.
In this connection, the three major objectives are set and realized in this paper:
1. The notions of knowledge management and knowledge worker are formulated in order to clarify the main subjects of the research.
2. The tasks, performed by knowledge workers, are distinguished. Knowledge worker roles are grouped in accordance with the topology of there
tasks. This was conducted with the objective to specify the demands of
knowledge workers as for the software tools that assist them at all stages
of knowledge management.
3. The existence of software solutions for knowledge workers was revealed
and the most frequently used software tools were analyzed.
The author’s further research will include the following steps:
1. To study the speciÞc examples of software tools for each type of KW tasks.
To analyze their functions, advantages, disadvantages and perspectives of
application.
2. To formulate the set of criteria, which every particular software tool should meet in order to be efÞciently applied in the KM process.
3. In accordance with the set of criteria, to conduct the analysis of the ST
and select those, which are optimal to be applied in the process of KM.
The steps, described above, are supposed to be followed by creation of the set
of recommendations on how the usage of particular software solutions can facilitate and enhance the process of managing knowledge in organizations.
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